IMPORTANT! BRING THE RIGHT SHOES TO SEACAMP! READ!

To take part in all camp activities you need to bring 3 types of shoes. Accept no substitutes – You’ll be glad you did! Follow this guide:

1. FOR AROUND CAMP you need one pair of comfortable sports shoes (Walking, running, tennis, or cross training, dock or deck shoes, etc.) for general wear.

2. FOR THE BEACH AND IN THE BOATS You need one pair of water shoes. Water shoes have a full heel and covered toe. They stay on your feet and protect you from hidden rocks, sharp shells, etc in the lake. Water shoes have sturdy flexible soles and light weight mesh on top. They dry quickly. You can find them at K-Mart, Wal-Mart, Meijers, sporting goods, and other stores. They range in price from $6 - $50. Examples of water shoes are: Nike Aqua Socks, Adidas Jaw Paw Water Shoe, Columbia Big Wild Water Shoe, Speedo Surfwalker Pro, Rockport® Cabrera Water Shoes, OshKosh Aqua Sock Shoe

   YES – CROSS STRAP    YES – SLIP ONS    YES – ZIP TOPS

   NO MULES
   NO SLIDES
   NO POOL SHOES

   NO RAFT OR RIVER SANDALS
   NO SANDALS
   NO FLIP FLOPS

   NO SNEAKERS FOR THE WATER

3. GOING TO AND FROM THE SHOWER you need one pair of shower shoes. (THESE ARE NOT THE SAME AS YOUR WATER SHOES)

   For trips to and from the shower only .... Not the Beach!